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1. Overview
Configuration：
1 Basic information, including alarm tone management, event management, and SIP service
management.
2 Product information
3 Configure the scheme
(1) Program information maintenance.
(2) Template information maintenance.
(3) Respond to equipment information maintenance.
(4) Maintenance of equipment mapping information.
(5) Beacon mode information maintenance.
(6) Maintenance of timed event information.
4 Perform system configuration
(1) User information maintenance
(2) Organization information maintenance
(3) Maintenance of authority information
(4) Personnel Information Maintenance
(5) Log information maintenance
In the basic information maintenance module, the event management calls the alarm tone and
associates the virtual device.
In the scheme configuration module, equipment management is required to call schemes and
associate products; template management selects events; timing event management selects events.
In the system configuration module, user management is required to select roles; permission
management assigns component permissions and menu permissions to roles; organization
management selects users.

2. Function module description
2.1 Log in
Enter the URL in the address bar of the browser to open the login page, as shown in the figure below:

1) Interface elements：
Pre-set language selection list, login user name text box, login password text box and login button
2) Language selection list: The system presets, the default is English, you can choose, the system
will load the corresponding field description according to the selected language.

2.2 Operation monitoring
Click [Operation Monitoring], the list information is not loaded by default, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the plan selection list box to select a plan, and the device information to which the plan belongs can be loaded.
The interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the list data; click the [Stop Alarm Sound] or [Stop System
Broadcast] button to terminate the ongoing alarm sound and system broadcast tasks. If there is no
ongoing task, there will be a corresponding text prompt .

2.3Basic Information Management
2.3.1 Product management
Click [Basic Information Management]--[Product Management] to load the product list information in normal state,
the interface is as shown in the figure:

The number of custom keys, partition keys, one-key alarm, and trigger sources should be
consistent with the actual product. The key values sent by the corresponding hardware products are
different.
The device type automatically generates one PTT, MUSIC, full broadcast, and ACK/RESET button

for the main control station.
Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;
Click the [Add] button, a new product page will pop up, fill in the relevant content of the page, and
click the [Save] button to save the product information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [View] button to pop up the viewing product page, and the content of this page cannot be
modified. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Edit] button, the edit product page will pop up, and the content of the page can be modified.
Click the [Save] button to modify the product information. The interface is shown in the figure:

2.3.2 Task Template Management
Click [Basic Information Management]--[Task Template Management] to load the default event type
list information of the system. The interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Assign Task] button, the task assignment page will pop up, select the task to be performed
for the event type from the task list selection box, and click the [Add] button to add a task to the
event type. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the sorting of each row of the list to modify the order in which the task is executed, and then
click the [Save] button to change the data, but pay attention: the sorting of tasks cannot be repeated.
If the sorting is repeated, there will be a text prompt on the interface. The interface is shown in the
figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the task information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion operation. The
interface is shown in the figure:

2.4 Scheme Configuration Management
2.4.1 Scheme management
Click [Scheme Configuration Management] - [Scheme Management] to load the plan list
information in the normal state, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;
Click the [Add] button to pop up the new scheme page, fill in the relevant content of the page, and
click the [Save] button to save the scheme information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Edit] button to pop up the editing program installation location page. This page needs to
be edited individually one by one, and then click the [Save] button to save the program details. The
interface is shown in the figure:

When clicking the multi-channel decoder column, the Assign Multi-channel Decoder page pops up,
you can select one or more multi-channel decoders, and click the [Save] button to bind the multichannel decoder to the detailed address of this scheme; The assigned multiplexer cannot be selected
repeatedly. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the scheme information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion operation. The
interface is shown in the figure:

2.4.2 Alarm tone management
Click [Program Configuration Management]-[Alarm Sound Management] to load the alarm sound
list information in normal state, including 16 alarm sounds preset by the system. The interface is
shown in the figure:

Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;
Click the [Add] button, the new alarm sound page will pop up, fill in the relevant content of the page,
select the file to be uploaded, click the [Upload File] button, and upload the file to the designated
folder of the server, and then click the [Confirm] button to save. Alarm tone record information. The
interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Play] button to play the selected alarm sound. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Edit] button to pop up the edit alarm sound page, you can modify the interface content,
and click the [Save] button to update the alarm sound record information. The interface is shown in
the figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the alarm audio recording information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion
operation. Note: The system preset alarm sound cannot be deleted, and the delete button is disabled.
The interface is shown in the figure:

2.4.3 Beacon mode management
Click [Program Configuration Management]--[Beacon Mode Program Management] to load the
beacon mode list information in normal state, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;
Click the [Add] button to pop up the new beacon mode page, fill in the relevant content of the page,
and click the [Save] button to save the beacon mode information. The interface is shown in the figure:
Click the [Edit] button, the edit beacon mode page will pop up, and you can modify the interface
content. Click the [Save] button to save the beacon mode information. The interface is shown in the
figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the beacon mode record information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion
operation. The interface is shown in the figure:

2.4.4 Event management
Click [Scheme Configuration Management]--[Event Management] to load the event list information
in normal state, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;
Click the [Add] button to pop up the new event page, fill in the relevant content of the page, and
click the [Save] button to save the event information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Edit] button, the edit event page will pop up, and the content of the interface can be
modified. Click the [Save] button to save the event information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [check] button, and the viewing event page will pop up. The content of the page cannot be
modified. The interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the event record information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion operation.
The interface is shown in the figure:

2.4.5 Timed event management
Click [Program Configuration Management] - [Timed Event Management] to load the list of timed
events in the normal state. The interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;
Click the [Query] button to filter the event list whose timed event start time is the interface
retrieval time. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Add] button to pop up the new timed event page, fill in the relevant content of the page,
and click the [Save] button to save the timed event information. The interface is shown in the figure:
Notice:
1）The current timed event can only be supported by system broadcast.
2）Start time: the time when the scheduled task starts to execute
3）Weekly execution time: When any day is selected, it is a weekly execution cycle.

Click the [Edit] button, the edit timed event page will pop up, and the content of the interface can be modified.
Click the [Save] button to save the timed event information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to delete the timed
event record information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion operation. The interface is shown in
the figure:

2.4.6 Template management
Click [Scheme Configuration Management]--[Template Management] to load the template list
information in the normal state, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;
Click the [Add] button, the new template page will pop up, fill in the relevant content of the page,
and click the [Confirm] button to save the template information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Edit] button, the edit template page will pop up, and you can modify the interface content. Click the
[Confirm] button to save the template information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the template record information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion operation.
The interface is shown in the figure:

2.4.7 Scheme detail management
Click [Scheme Configuration Management]--[Scheme Detail Management], the list information of
the scheme that is not loaded by default, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the scheme selection list to select the scheme, and select the address list under the scheme to
select the installation address, and load the device list associated with the address. The interface is
as follows:

Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;
Click the [Modify Phone] button, the modify phone page will pop up, fill in the relevant content of
the page, and click the [Save] button to save the phone information. The interface is shown in the
figure:
Notice:
1）Modify phone: The button is disabled in other cases except that the device type is the main
control station and the front-end station [Modify phone] button is available;
2）The phone defaults to a SIP phone, which can be changed arbitrarily. The number of modified
phone digits is 4, which cannot be repeated;
Click the [Edit] button, the editing page will pop up, and you can modify the interface content. Click
the [Save] button to save the scheme details. The interface is shown in the figure:

2.4.8 Terminal intercom management
Click [Program Configuration Management]--[Terminal intercom Management] to load the program
list information in the normal state, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Enter the retrieval intercom number and click the [Query] button to retrieve the list data of the
scheme details that meet the conditions. The interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Export] button to export the required phone information in the list. The file format is
EXCEL, and the interface is as shown in the figure:

2.4.9 Response to event Device Management
Click [Scheme Configuration Management] - [Response Event Device Management] to load the
event list information in the normal state. The interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;
Click the [Associate Virtual Device] button, the associated device page will pop up, and the list
information data will not be loaded by default. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the scheme selection list to select the scheme, and select the address list under the scheme to
select the installation address, and load the device list associated with the address. The interface is
as follows:

Check the devices that meet the conditions, and click the [Save button] to associate the virtual
device with the event.
Click the [Refresh Data] button to reload the page table data information;

2.4.10 Device mapping
Click [Program Configuration Management]--[Device Mapping], the list information is not loaded
by default, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the scheme selection box to select the scheme, and then select the installation address under
the scheme to load the device list information installed under the address. The interface is shown in
the figure:

Click the [Associate Device] button to pop up the Associated Device page, which loads a list of
unregistered devices of the same device type by default: when a device is selected, and the [Save]
button is clicked, the real device and the scheme details in the system are carried out. Association;
click the [Find Device] button to send an indicator message to the device to identify the device. The
interface is shown in the figure:

2.4.11 Terminal management
Click [Program Configuration Management] - [Terminal Management], the device list information
is not loaded by default, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the device type selection box and select a device type, that is, load the device list information
of this type. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [View] button, the device details page will pop up, and you can view the information of
the device, and the content of the interface cannot be modified. The interface is shown in the figure:

2.5 System Management
2.5.1 User management
Click [System Management]--[user Management] to load the tenant list information in normal state,
the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Add] button to pop up a new page, fill in the relevant content of the page, click the [Save]
button to save the user information, and implicitly generate an organization record and user record
by default, and assign the FACTORY role to the user. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Edit] button to pop up the edit tenant page, where you can modify the content of the
interface, and click the [Save] button to save the user information. The interface is shown in the
figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the user record information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion operation.
The interface is shown in the figure:

2.5.2 Organization Management
Click [System Management]--[Organization Management] to load the list of organizations in the
normal state of the tenant. The interface is as follows:

Click the [Add] button, a new page will pop up, fill in the relevant content of the page, and click the
[Save] button to save the organization information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Edit] button to pop up the editing organization page, where you can modify the content
of the interface, and click the [Save] button to save the organization information. The interface is
shown in the figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the institution record information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion
operation. The interface is shown in the figure:

2.5.3 Personnel management
Click [System Management]--[Personnel Management] to load the user list information in the
normal state of the organization. The interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Add] button, a new page will pop up, fill in the relevant content of the page, and click the
[Save] button to save the user information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Edit] button, the edit user page will pop up, and you can modify the interface content.
Click the [Save] button to save the user information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the personnel record information, and click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion
operation. The interface is shown in the figure:

2.5.4 Authority management
Click [System Management]--[Permission Management] to load the system preset role information
list, the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Edit] button to pop up the menu list, you can check the menu permissions granted by the
role, and click the [Save] button to save the relationship between the role and the menu. The interface
is shown in the figure:

2.6 Operation and maintenance management
2.6.1 SIP Service management
Click [Operation and Maintenance Management]--[SIP Service Management] to manage SIP service
information. The current system generates 20 SIP intercom records by default.

Click the [Add] button to pop up the interface for adding a SIP service record, enter the relevant
content, and click the [Save] button to generate a SIP service record. The interface is shown in the
figure: .

Click the [Edit] button to pop up the edit SIP service record interface, you can modify the interface
content, click the [Save] button to save the changed information. The interface is shown in the figure:

Click the [Delete] button, a deletion confirmation box will pop up, click the [Confirm] button to
delete the SIP service record information, click the [Cancel] button to cancel this deletion operation,
the interface is as shown in the figure:

Click the [Add Details] button to pop up the add phone interface, enter the number of phone calls,
click the [Add] button, and add a detailed record of the number of input phone numbers based on
the original number of phone calls in the SIP service record, and the corresponding SIP phone
number will be generated at the same time. XML file, XML file storage location, see the system
parameter configuration table. The interface is shown in the figure:

2.6.2 System parameter configuration management
Click [Operation and Maintenance Management]--[System Parameter Configuration Management]
to view system-related parameter configuration items, which can only be viewed and cannot be
modified at present.
The parameter configuration item information is as follows: modifying the SIP service XML
configuration path, language, broadcast time interval, maximum audio playback time, encryption
algorithm flag, network disconnection detection time interval, audio signal detection time interval,
playback audio source loss detection interval, and packet validity period Offset time, specified

playback delay when sound is sent, time interval for detecting dry contact signal, audio priority,
Modbus address, alarm sound file storage path, phone number length, recording file storage path,
and the number of heartbeats to judge the disconnection of the network.
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1.5.1 Access Panel Main Page Introduction
1.5.1.1 Supervision Page

"Supervision" is the system status monitoring page, which is used to display the system status and
the events currently occurring in the system.
"Controller Connection" indicates the connection status between the controller and the HMI.
Indicator green : connection normal; Indicator yellow: connection abnormal.
"Flash Fault" means flashing fault status.
Indicator green: flashing beacon loop normal; Indicator yellow: flashing light loop abnormal.
Click on the indicator to display the following screen:

“Flash Line 1-8”has a yellow indicator, which indicates that there is a beacon fault in the line 7.
“Audio Fault” Indicates audio failure status.
Indicator green: Audio status is normal; Indicator yellow: Audio status is abnormal.
Click on the indicator to display the following screen:

In the "Audio Fault" page, display amplifier faults, speaker line faults, audio distribution unit faults,
audio source faults, and telephone interface faults
"Abnormal" means the system is abnormal
Indicator green: Audio status is normal; Indicator yellow: Audio status is abnormal.
Click on the indicator to display the following screen:

In the "System Abnormal" page, the most recent bypass events and timeout events can be displayed.

1.5.1.2 Configuration Page

"Configuration" is the system configuration page, used to configure system parameters and
functions.
Select "System", the IP address of the audio distribution unit can be configured in the "Audio Unit
Configuration" module.
"Tel Interface" module can configure telephone interface.
"Network" module can configure HMI IP address and controller IP address
"Date And Time" module can set local time, controller time and synchronize local and controller
time.
"Audio" module configures the audio source enable and the corresponding channel.
"Line & Speaker Monitor" module selects the amplifier and speaker line detection.
"Language" module can select language types, system provides three languages: English, French
and Chinese.
"Call Station Paging & Alarm" module is used to configure general broadcast, zone broadcast,
general alarm, zone alarm, and temporary music initiated by the master station.
“Contact Alarm” module is used to configure dry contact alarm.
“Telephone Paging”module is used to configure the telephone broadcast.
“Timing Broadcast”module is used to configure timed broadcast.
“Master Paging And Alarm” module is used to configure the broadcast and alarm of the master
station to the substation.
“Flash”module is used to configure the flash mode.

1.5.1.3 History & Maintenance Page

“History & Maintenance”is the interface for viewing and maintaining history records.
In "History & Maintenance", when a function cannot be shut down normally, you can perform the
"Bypass" operation on each function in the "Bypass Option".
In the "Event History", you can view the historical records. The historical records include the date,
time, and event type of the event.

1.5.2 Access Panel Operating Instructions
1.5.2.1 System Login

Click“

”at Access panel，the following screen appears：

According to different permissions, select the corresponding user, the system provides three
permissions: "Engineer", "Monitor", and "Operator". After the user selects, enter the login password
through the soft keyboard, the soft keyboard mode is as shown in the figure below:

Note: After entering the password, you need to click the Enter key to confirm, otherwise the input
is invalid.
After a successful password below the login screen displays "Succeeds", click on "Login" enter the
system, as shown below:

1.5.2.2 System Function Configuration
1.5.2.2.1 General Broadcast Configuration
（1）In the "Configuration" page, select "Call Station Paging & Alarm", as shown in the figure below：

（2）Select the master station that needs to be configured in "Call Station", as shown in the figure below:

Select "Emergency Paging" in the function menu, as shown below:

（3）Select all zones Z1~Z23；
（4）Priority：Set the priority according to needs. The priority range (1~30000). The smaller the number, the
higher the priority. After inputting, click the Enter key to confirm, otherwise the input is invalid.
（5）Input Channel：Audio distribution unit input channel.
（6）Timeout Range：timeout setting, the range is 0~32767. the unit is second.
When the "Emergency Paging" operation exceeds the preset value, the system defaults to timeout and this
operation is interrupted.
（7）Recovery：Check Recovery. When "Emergency Paging" is interrupted by an operation with a higher
priority, the current operation will be held. After the operation with higher priority ends, "Emergency Paging"
can be restored; when Recovery is not checked, after the operation with higher priority ends, "Emergency
Paging" cannot be restored.

1.5.2.2.2 Zone Broadcast Configuration
（1）In "Configuration" page, select "Call Station Paging & Alarm", shown in the figure below:

（2）Select the master station that needs to be configured in "Call Station", shown in the figure
below：

Select "Paging" in the function menu bar, as shown below:

（3）Select the zone that needs to be broadcast among the zones Z1~Z23.
（4）Priority：Set the priority according to needs. The priority range (1~30000). The smaller the
number, the higher the priority. After inputting, click the Enter key to confirm, otherwise the input
is invalid.
（5）Input Channel：Audio distribution unit input channel.
（6）Timeout Range：timeout setting, the range is 0~32767. the unit is second.
When the "Paging" operation exceeds the preset value, the system defaults to timeout and this
operation is interrupted.
（7）Recovery：Check Recovery. When " Paging" is interrupted by an operation with a higher
priority, the current operation will be held. After the operation with higher priority ends, "Paging"
can be restored; when Recovery is not checked, after the operation with higher priority ends,
"Paging" cannot be restored.

1.5.2.2.3 General Alarm Configuration
（1）In the "Configuration" page, select "Call Station Paging & Alarm", shown in the figure
below:

（2）Select the master station needs to be configured in "Call Station", shown in the figure below:

Select "Emergency Alarm" in the function menu, as shown in the figure below:

（3）Select all zones Z1~Z23.
（4）Priority：Set the priority according to needs. The priority range (1~30000). The smaller the
number, the higher the priority. After inputting, click the Enter key to confirm, otherwise the input
is invalid.
（5）Input Channel：Audio distribution unit input channel.
（6）Timeout Range：timeout setting, the range is 0~32767. the unit is second.
When the "Paging" operation exceeds the preset value, the system defaults to timeout and this
operation is interrupted.
（7）Recovery：Check Recovery. When " Paging" is interrupted by an operation with a higher
priority, the current operation will be held. After the operation with higher priority ends, "Paging"
can be restored; when Recovery is not checked, after the operation with higher priority ends,
"Paging" cannot be restored.

1.5.2.2.4 Zone alarm configuration
（1）In the "Configuration" page, select "Call Station Paging & Alarm", shown in the figure
below:

（2）Select the master station needs to be configured in "Call Station", shown in the figure below:

Select "Alarm 1" in the function menu, as shown in the figure below:

（3）Select the zone that needs alarm in the Z1~Z64 .
（4）Priority：Set the priority according to needs. The priority range (1~30000). The smaller the
number, the higher the priority. After inputting, click the Enter key to confirm, otherwise the input
is invalid.
（5）Input Channel：Audio distribution unit input channel.
（6）Timeout Range：timeout setting, the range is 0~32767. the unit is second.
When the "Paging" operation exceeds the preset value, the system defaults to timeout and this
operation is interrupted.
（7）
（7）Recovery：Check Recovery. When " Alarm 1" is interrupted by an operation with a higher
priority, the current operation will be held. After the operation with higher priority ends, " Alarm
1" can be restored; when Recovery is not checked, after the operation with higher priority ends, "
Alarm 1" cannot be restored.
（8）The configuration of other zone alarm events is the same as above.

1.5.2.2.5 Dry Contact Alarm Configuration
（1）In the "Configuration" page, select "Contact Alarm", as shown in the figure below:

（2）Select the dry contact alarm event that needs to be configured in "Contactor". The system
can support up to 512 dry contact alarm events, as shown in the figure below:

（3）Select "Enable”, otherwise, the operation can’t be performed;
（4）Select the zone that needs alarm in the Z1~Z23.
（5）Priority：Set the priority according to needs. The priority range (1~30000). The smaller the
number, the higher the priority. After inputting, click the Enter key to confirm, otherwise the input
is invalid.
（6）Input Channel：Audio distribution unit input channel.
（7）Trigger Channel：Trigger signal channel.
（8）Timeout Range：Timeout setting, the range is 0~32767, the unit is second.
When the "Contactor 1" operation exceeds the preset value, the system defaults to timeout and this
operation is interrupted.
（9）Recovery：Select Recovery. When "Contactor 1" is interrupted by an operation with a
higher priority, the current operation will be held. After the higher priority operation ends,
"Contactor 1" can be resumed. In the same way, when Recovery is not selected, and the higher
priority operation ends, "Contactor 1" cannot be recovered;
（10）The rest of the dry contact alarm event configuration is the same as above.

1.5.2.2.6 Timed Broadcast Configuration
（1）In the "Configuration" page, select "Timing Broadcast", as shown in the figure below:

（2）Select the timed broadcast event that needs to be configured in "Time Broadcast". This system
can support up to 16 timed broadcast events, as shown in the figure below:

（3）Select "Enable", otherwise, the operation can’t be performed.
（4）There are four trigger modes in "Trigger", namely "By Mouth", "By Week", "By Day" and
"Single", as shown in the figure below:

（5）Two end modes in "End", namely "Special Time" and "Single", as shown in the figure below:

（6）Select the zone needs to be broadcast regularly in the Z1~Z64.
（7）“Trigger Time”、“End Time”: In the end mode is "Special Time", when the trigger mode
is "By Mouth", only the start date and start time need to be set.
When the trigger mode is "By Week", only the start week and start time need to be set.
When the trigger mode is "By Day", only the start time needs to be set.
When the trigger mode is "Single", the starting year, month, day and time need to be set.
In the end mode is "Single", when the trigger mode is "By Mouth", only need to set the date and
time when the broadcast starts.
When "By Week" is selected, only the week and time of the broadcast start are required.
When selecting "By Day", only need to set the start time of the broadcast.
When select "Single", only need to set the year, month, day, and time of the broadcast start.
When the end mode is "Single", the timed broadcast music is only played once, and it will be
automatically interrupted after the music ends.
（8）Priority：Set the priority according to needs. The priority range (1~30000). The smaller the
number, the higher the priority. After inputting, click the Enter key to confirm, otherwise the input
is invalid.
（9）Input Channel：Audio distribution unit input channel.
（10）Trigger Channel：Trigger signal channel.
（11）Timeout Range：Timeout setting, the range is 0~32767, the unit is second.
When the "Paging" operation exceeds the preset value, the system defaults to timeout and this
operation is interrupted.
（12）Recovery：Select Recovery. When "Paging" is interrupted by an operation with a higher
priority, the current operation will be held. After the higher priority operation ends, " Paging " can
be resumed. In the same way, when Recovery is not selected, and the higher priority operation ends,
" Paging " cannot be recovered;
（13）The rest of the timed broadcast event settings are the same as above.

1.5.2.2.7 Temporary Music Playback Configuration
（1）In the "Configuration” page, select "Call Station Paging & Alarm", as shown in the figure
below:

（2）Select the master station needs to be configured in "Call Station", as shown in the figure
below:

Select "Custom 1" in the function menu, as shown in the figure below:

（3）Select the zone that needs temporary music playback among the Z1~Z23.
（4）Priority：Set the priority according to needs. The priority range (1~30000). The smaller the
number, the higher the priority. After inputting, click the Enter key to confirm, otherwise the input
is invalid.
（5）Input Channel：Audio distribution unit input channel.
（6）Trigger Channel：Trigger signal channel.
（7） Recovery：Select Recovery, when the temporary music broadcast is interrupted by an
operation with a higher priority, the current operation will be on hold. After the operation with higher
priority ends, the temporary music broadcast can be resumed; when Recovery is not selected, the
temporary music broadcast cannot be resumed after the operation with higher priority ends.

1.5.3 System Failure Monitoring
1.5.3.1 Audio Source Fault Monitoring
When all the audio sources are in normal state, in the "System Error", the "Source Error" indicator
is green, as shown in the figure below:

When a certain audio source is triggered and the audio source does not respond, it will be displayed
in the "Source Error" that the audio source is faulty, and the indicator light is yellow, as shown in
the figure below:

1.5.3.2 Audio Distribution Unit Failure Monitoring
When the audio distribution unit is working normally, the "Matrix Error" indicator is green, as
shown in the figure below:

When the audio distribution unit is faulty, it will be displayed in the "Matrix Error" that the audio
distribution unit is faulty, and the indicator status is yellow, as shown in the following figure:

1.5.3.3 Hot Standby Unit Fault Monitoring
In the "System" page, select whether to enable the amplifier and speaker line detection unit. When
the detection unit is enabled, the "Monitor Unit" status is displayed as "

"; when the

detection unit is not enabled, the "Monitor Unit" status is displayed as"

", as shown

in the figure below:

When the hot backup unit is online, the "Status" indicator is green; when the hot backup unit is
offline, the "Status" indicator is red.

1.5.3.4 Speaker Line Fault Monitoring
（1）When the line status of all speakers is normal, in the "System Error", the status of the
"Speaker Line 1-8" indicator is green, as shown in the figure below

（2）When an open-circuit fault occurs to the speaker line, the status of the line indicator with opencircuit fault in "Speaker Line 1-8" is yellow, as shown in the figure below:

（3）When a short-circuit fault occurs in the speaker in the line, the status of the line indicator with
short-circuit fault in "Speaker Line 1-8" is red, as shown in the following figure:

（4）When a ground fault occurs speaker line, "Speaker Line 1-8" in the presence of a ground fault
in the line status indicator is blue, as shown below:

1.5.3.5 Amplifier Status Fault Monitoring
When the status of all channels of the amplifier is normal, in the "System Error", the status of the
"Amp Status 1-9" indicator is green, as shown in the figure below:

When a certain channel of the power amplifier fails, the status of the failed channel indicator in
"Amp Status 1-9" is yellow, as shown in the figure below:

1.5.4 System Event Query
1.5.4.1 “Bypass” Event Query
When the "Bypass" event occurs in the system, the "Abnormity" status indicator icon in the
"Supervision" interface will turn yellow and flash, as shown in the figure below:

Click "Abnormity" to enter the view interface. In "Currently Event Bypass", the current "Bypass"
event will be displayed, including the date, time, event number, event ID, event originating device,
and event type, as shown in the following figure:

1.5.4.2 “Timeout ” Event Query
When a "Timeout" event occurs in the system, the "Abnormity" status indicator icon in the
"Supervision" interface will turn yellow and flash, as shown in the figure below:

Click "Abnormity" to enter the viewing interface. In "Currently Event Timeout", the current
"Timeout" event will be displayed, including the date, time, event number, event ID, event
originating device, and event type, as shown in the figure below:

1.5.4.3 Current Event Query
The events that occur in the system can be queried in the "System Current Event" on the
"Supervision" interface, including the date, time, event number, event ID, event originating device,
and event type, as shown in the figure below:

Note: The data storage space that can be queried in the current event query is small. When the
system is restarted, the current event list is cleared.

1.5.4.4 Historical Event Query
The history of events in the system can be queried in the "Event History" of the "History &
Maintain" interface, including the date, time, event number, event ID, event originating device, and
event type, as shown in the following figure:

Note: The data storage space that can be queried in historical event query is relatively large. After
the system is restarted, historical events can still be queried.

1.6 NCH153SAL ACCESS PANEL
1.6.1 NCH153SAL Main Page Introduction
1.6.1.1 Main Page Description
1

2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9

10

(1) — Date and time;
(2) — Failure information (including local failure, system failure, system abnormality);
(3) — current event list;
(4) — Group list;
(5) — All select button (when clicking "All", all 30 groups will be selected);
(6) — Clear all group button (when clicking "Clean", all the previously selected group will be
canceled)；
(7)- Task execution time;
(8) — Menu navigation button;
(9) — Zone alarm button;
(10)-Temporary broadcast button;

1.6.1.2 “Advance”Page Introduction
When clicking the "Advance" button, several options as shown as below:
1

2

3

4

(1) — Audio source failure setting;
(2) — System configuration;
(3) — Fault display;
(4) — Return to the main page.

（1）Click on "AS Setting", is shown below:

Set the 5 audio source channel in the NCH153SAL access panel matching at this page: emergency
broadcast, zone broadcast, emergency alarm, zone alarm, and temporary music broadcast.
As shown in the figure, set "EPaging Channel" to " 1", when the audio source 1 fails, click the
"Emergency Paging" button on the main page, the system prompts the fault message "AS Fault",
When the audio source fault is removed, the "AS Fault" prompt message disappears.
The audio source channel matching settings for other functions are the same as above.

（2）Click "Configuration", is shown below :

2

1

3

5

4

7

8

6
9
10
11

①— CPU utilization percentage;
②— NCH153SAL Access Panel ID (this system can add up to 8 Access panel);
③ — Language (three languages can be supported: English, French, Chinese);
④— Time synchronization;
⑤— Local IP address, subnet mask, gateway;
⑥—The IP address of the controller;
⑦—Module IP address, subnet mask, gateway;
⑧—Broadcast IP address;
⑨— Broadcast microphone gain;
⑩— Talking volume;
⑾— Talk microphone gain.

（3）Click “Malfunction”
，is shown below：
1

2

3

4
5

① — Local fault monitoring (including local connection fault, module fault, button fault and
connection fault with controller)；
② — Audio source failure monitoring；
When the audio distribution unit is enabled, the "Audio Unit" status is displayed as “
When the audio distribution unit is not enabled, the "Audio Unit" status is displayed as “

” ，
”.

When the audio distribution unit is working normally, the "Status" status is “ ”，When the audio
distribution unit is faulty, the "Status" status is “ ”.
③ — Matrix fault monitoring；
④ — System abnormality monitoring (including "Bypass" abnormality and "Timeout"
abnormality)；
When the system is running normally, the "Bypass" and "Timeout" statuses are “ ”，When the
system has a "Bypass" event, the "Bypass" status is “ ”. When the system has a "Timeout" event,
the "Timeout" status is “ ”.
⑤ — Speaker circuit and power amplifier status monitoring
When the "Monitor Unit" is enabled, the "Enable" status of the monitoring unit is displayed as
“

” , When the "Monitor Unit" is not enabled, the "Enable" status of the monitoring unit is

displayed as “

”.

When the "Monitor Unit" is working normally, the "Status" status of the monitoring unit is “ ”，
and when the "Monitor Unit" has a fault, the "Status" status of the monitoring unit is “ ”。

When the line status of all speakers is normal, the status of the "Speaker Line 1-8" indicator light is
green, as shown in the figure below：

When an open-circuit fault occurs to the speaker in the line, the status of the line indicator with
open-circuit fault in "Speaker Line 1-8" is yellow, as shown in the figure below:

When a short-circuit fault occurs in the speaker in the line, the status of the line indicator with shortcircuit fault in "Speaker Line 1-8" is red, as shown in the figure below:

When a ground fault occurs to the speaker in the line, the status of the line indicator with a ground
fault in "Speaker Line 1-8" is blue, as shown in the figure below:

When the status of all channels of the amplifier is normal, the status of the "Amp Status 1-9"
indicator is green, as shown in the figure below:

When a certain channel of the power amplifier fails, the status of the failed channel indicator in
"Amp Status 1-9" is yellow, as shown in the figure below:

(4) Click "Main" to return to the main page of the access panel.
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NCH183SAL Access Panel Operation Instructions

The NCH183 type access panel, which consists of two main functions,
intercommunication with field call station, and broadcast.

2

2.1

Function of Intercom

Keypad

The picture above shows the key layout of the intercom. Each key provides its own
specific function. Users can operate the phone by referring to the descriptions of the
buttons in the illustrations in this section.
These 12 standard buttons provide standard intercom button
Standard
functions. Press longtime of certain keys for special
1
Buttons
functions.
Button *- , Long press to enter the configuration interface.
Custom
Customize functions according to user needs, such as one-key
2
buttons
alarm.
3
Handsfree key Press to turn on the speakerphone audio channel.

2.2 Standby interface

The image above shows the default idle screen interface, including the local time and
station number.

-

-

2.3 Key Description
- "*" : Keep press long then enter the setting interface.
To check the parameters such as system version, device IP, server IP, port number, auto
answer, and device volume.
Turn page: After entering the configuration interface, the number "2" is scroll up, the
number "8" is scroll down, the number "4" is scroll to the left, the number "6" is scroll
to the right, and push number "5" for confirmation.
Quit configuration page: After the configuration complete, press the "#" key to exit
the configuration interface.
Note: In the standby interface, press the number "3" or the number "9" to query the
recent calls.

3

Basic operation

3.1 Make a call
- Dial the number:
Pick up the handset or push the hands-free button), dial desired number.
After dialing, the user can press the "#" button to dial out.
- Cancel a call:
After calling a number, the user can cancel the call by putting the handset back or
pressing the speakerphone key.
3.2 Answer a call
When the phone is idle and there is an incoming call, the user will see the call
reminder screen as below.

To answer the incoming call by pick up handset, or push hands free button to answer
the call.
3.3 Call interface
When the call is established, the user will see the call mode screen as shown below.
The caller ID and conversation time are displayed on the screen.

3.4 End of call
Put back handset, or push hands free button, at the end of communication.

3.5 Answer call automatically
The user can enable the automatic answering function on the NCH183SAL, and the
phone can automatically answer when a call comes in.
The user can activate the auto answer function in the configuration interface.
Select "YES" for "SIP-AUTOANSWER" to enable the automatic answer function.

3.6 Online meeting
Attention: The online meeting function needs server support
The server meeting room number needs to be set (set according to user needs).
The method of joining the server conference: multiple parties call the server conference
room number, and all of them can enter the conference room.

4

4.1

Function of Broadcasting

Keypad

The picture above shows the key layout of the broadcasting section. Each key provides
its own specific function. Users can operate the phone by referring to the descriptions
of the buttons in the illustrations in this section.
1
Page up
Up navigation key, for query events up.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT Alarm acknowledgment key to
2
ACK key
terminate an ongoing event.
3
Page down
Down navigation key, you can query down events.
Users can configure functions such as broadcast and alarm
according to on-site needs.
4
Custom keys The last four buttons are generally configured as：
GENERAL ALARM,
EMERGENCY SPEECH ,
ROUTINE SPEECH , PTT
5
Display
Show what type of event is happening
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NCH153SAL Access Panel Operation Instructions

1.1 General Broadcasting
Press the button ① on the NCH153SAL access panel to initiate a general broadcast
operation according to the system configuration, as shown in the figure below:

1

2

3

Release the button ① to end the general broadcast operation.

1.2 Broadcasting by Zone
Select the zone to be broadcast in the main page of the access panel, as shown in the
figure below:

As shown in the figure, select the 4 zones Z1~Z4, then press and hold the button ②
on the access panel to initiate the broadcast in the Z1~Z4 zone. As shown below

1

2

3

Note: Keep pressing button② during the broadcast, and release the button after
the broadcast is over.

1.3 One-key General Alarm Operation
Press the button ③ access panel to initiate general alarm operation according to the
system configuration, as shown in the figure below:

1

2

3

Release the button ③ to end the general alarm.

1.4 Alarm by Zone
Click the "AL1" button on the main page of the access panel to initiate a zone alarm
according to the system configuration. As shown below:

Click “Stop” button to stop alarm by zone operation.

1.5 Temporary Music Playback operation
Click the "Cust1" button on the main page of the access panel to initiate a temporary
music playback operation according to the system configuration. As shown below:

Click the "Stop" button to end the temporary music playback operation.
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